This correction refers to our Short Communication published in Cancer Immunology Immunotherapy in the year 2012 [1] . It has come to our attention that some errors resulting from accidental oversight concerning incorrect deletion/ replacement of temporary placeholder images during figure assembly and mounting occurred during the assembly of the "Intracellular Proteins" immunoblots presented in Fig. 1a, d .
Using the correct source/raw data, we have now generated the corrected Fig. 1a, d , presented on the next page.
This oversight also led to erroneous duplication of certain intracellular protein lanes presented in Fig. 1a , d in a different paper of ours [2] . These corrections have no influence on the description, interpretation, or the original conclusions of our Short Communication since the intracellular protein data is secondary to the primary focus and conclusions of this Short Communication. However, we would like to apologize for this oversight/mistake and any inconvenience, misunderstanding or confusion this might have caused. Furthermore, '+BIO' indicates controls exposed to buffer with biotin and '-BIO' indicates controls exposed to buffer without biotin. Representative Western blots are shown for three independent experiments
